Abstract. We proposed three approximate longest chain-attack strategies and studied the vulnerability of complex networks under these intentional attack strategies. Experimental results indicate that when random network and small-world network are under any one of the three chain-attacks, the larger the <k> is, the smaller the iterative step T is. However, scale-free network shows different characteristics: the larger the <k> is, the larger the T is. These findings supplement and extend the previous attack results on nodes and edges, and can thus help us better explain the vulnerability of different complex networks.
Introduction
Network vulnerability is one of the most important issues of complex networked systems. In recent decades, many researchers proposed many attack strategies and analyzed vulnerability of various complex network models and real world networks [1] [2] [3] [4] , ranging from biology to Internet [5, 6] , power to transportation [7] [8] [9] .
However, when analyzing the vulnerability of the network structure, researchers generally adopted the attack strategy of randomly or intentionally removing a certain percentage of the network nodes or edges, according to selected centrality measurement indicators [13] [14] [15] (such as: initial or re-calculated degree and betweenness [10] [11] [12] ). In addition, it is unnecessary for these removed nodes and edges to be adjacent. But, by analyzing kill chain attack mode [16, 17] , we find that nowadays attacks often follow two steps: to intrude nodes and to destroy nodes. In the first step, the attackers will invade a network node by implanting the virus program into it, but they won't immediately destroy the node after that. Instead, the attackers continue to invade one adjacent uninvaded node until the largest number of invaded nodes is met. Then, the attackers begin to enter the second phase, namely to destroy the nodes. Once it gets started, all nodes that are implanted with virus would be destroyed at the same time. That is to say, when attackers destroy nodes in the network, the destroyed nodes also present a chain structure way, instead of a discrete distribution way. This is distinctly different from the previous attack strategies.
As such, we proposed three types of approximate longest chain-attacks according to different node selection strategies, and investigated vulnerability of complex networks including three model networks: random network, scale-free network, small-world network and two real world networks. In this paper, the efficiency of chain-attacks is determined by the largest connected subgraph and the number of iterative steps. Note that, all the experiments and algorithms in this paper are based on the assumption that the networks are undirected and there is only one edge between two nodes.
Model of Chain Attack Strategies

Chain Structure of Invasion
The more nodes are invaded, the more nodes could be destroyed at a time. Thus, each invasion should better achieve the maximum length of the chain. According to the research results of network centrality, the nodes with max degree or max betweenness play an important role in network connectivity [18] [19] [20] . So, we propose three approximate longest chain-attack strategies based on these two centrality measures, which are suitable for large-scale attack implementation. The descriptions are as follows:
(1)RLC(random longest chain augmenting approach): First, RLC randomly selects a node in the network as the initial node. Second, RLC randomly chooses a neighboring node of the initial node as the second node of the chain, and then chooses a neighboring node of the second node as the third node of the chain, and so on [21] . No node should be invaded twice in the chain augmenting process and it continues until no appropriate node could be found.
(2)BLC(longest chain augmenting approach of max betweeness): First, BLC selects the max betweeness node in the network as the initial node, and then chooses the max betweeness node in initial node's neighboring nodes as the second node of the chain, and so on. No node should be invaded twice in the chain augmenting process and it continues until no appropriate node could be found. (If there is more than one max betweeness node, we randomly select a node from them.) (3)DLC(longest chain augmenting approach of max degree): DLC adopts a similar method as (2), but the difference is DLC selects the nodes with the max degree.
In this paper, Degree of a node i is defined by
where aij is the element of the adjacency matrix A in the given network G, A=(aij)NN.
Analogously, Betweenness of a node i is defined as the sum of proportions of the number of shortest paths between all pairs of destination nodes that go though node i:
where gst is the total number of the shortest paths from node s to node t, and i st n is the number of those that pass through the node i. In a network, Betweenness counts the number of geodesic paths that pass through a node. An example is given to explain the intrusion process of these three chains, as shown in figure 1. 
Implement and Measure of Chain Attack
After successful invasion of the nodes, the attackers will implement nodes destruction. Provided that the invaded nodes are completely controlled by the attackers, it is clear that the attackers can easily destroy all the invaded chain nodes. In this paper, we show a node is destroyed by removing it. Obviously, each time the nodes removed is a chain. Furthermore, all edges incident with these removed nodes are also removed.
We use the number of nodes in the largest connected subgraph(S) to measure the vulnerability of different networks [11] . Here, N is the number of nodes in initial network, N' is the number of nodes in the largest connected subgraph after the attack, i.e. S = N'. To compare the initial networks with different number of nodes, we can execute a data reduction on the network size. The formula is as follows.
The size of S in a network reflects the communication capability of a network. This means that when the network is attacked, the larger the largest connected subgraph, the more robust the network. If S' 1, it means that the network is highly connected.
In this paper, the chain-attacks are implemented iteratively, i.e., each time the nodes of a chain are removed until all the nodes in the network are disconnected. The number of iterative steps (T) reflects the tolerance of a network [21] . The initial value of T is zero, and it increases by one each time with a chain-attack. The greater T is, the more iteration there is, and the more robust the network is. The specific implementation processes of the chain-attacks are shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. The Flow Diagram of Chain Attacks
Each iteration indicates implementing a chain-attack, which includes two operations, invading nodes and removing nodes. When the size of the largest connected subgraph in the current network G is 1, which means all the nodes in G are isolated, the iteration will then be terminated.
Simulation and Analysis
In this part, we show the experimental results of three model networks under chain-attacks, including random network,scale-free network, small-world network.
Firstly, we study the change of the largest connected subgraph S for random, scale-free and small-world model networks, under three different chain-attacks. The change curves of S are shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Fig.3(a)(b) , in the whole iterative implementation of the chain-attacks for random and scalefree model networks, for a given t, S(t)RLC is larger than S(t)BLC and S(t)DLC. This indicates that the curve of S(t)RLC decreases significantly slower than S(t)BLC and S(t)DLC, namely, DLC and BLC chain-attack strategies are more destructive than RLC chain-attack strategy for three model networks.
Moreover, for random network, we can see two crosses (t=3, t=20) between DLC and BLC chain-attack strategies in Fig.3(a) . When t3, BLC has similar destructive effect to DLC; while when 3  t  20, BLC can perform more destructive effect than DLC; as t  20, BLC has the similar destructive effect to DLC again. And the max iterative steps are ranked as follows:
MAX(T)RLCMAX(T)DLCMAX(T)BLC.
As for scale-free network in Fig.3(b) , the change curves of S are almost the same for BLC and DLC. Though, DLC has a more destructive effect at the beginning.
For small-world network (Fig.3(c) ), there are two crosses (t=3, t=25) in three curves. While t  3, the three chain-attack strategies have the similar destructive effect on the small-world network. However, when 3t25, BLC has the greatest destructive effect in these chain-attack strategies. In the latter fraction of the attacks, while t  25, the changes of three curves are similar again, and the max iterative steps are ranked as follows: MAX(T)DLC  MAX(T)BLC  MAX(T)RLC. So, the efficiency of the chain-attack strategies is BLC>DLC>RLC for these three mode networks.
Secondly, we compare changes of the largest connected subgraphs S' of random, scale-free and small-world model networks under three chain-attacks, as shown in fig.4 . Fig.4(a) , we can see that the curves of random and scale-free networks are very similar under the BLC attack strategy, and for a given t, the S(t) of small-world is the lowest. The max iterative step of three model networks has the following relationship: MAX(T)SF  MAX(T)RN  MAX(T)SW, namely small-world network is most vulnerable under BLC chain-attack.
In Fig.4(b) , under the DLC attack, the curve of Scalefree network has the fastest decline rate in the first fraction of three curves(t  8); while t  8, for a given t, S has the following relationship: S(t)RN  S(t)SF  S(t)SW, and the max iterative step has the following relationship: MAX(T)RN  MAX(T)SF  MAX(T)SW. It means that scale-free network is the most vulnerable and random network is the most robust in the first fraction of DLC chain-attack. But, in the latter part, small-world network becomes the most vulnerable and random network is still the most robust. The vulnerability of scale-free network is between random and small-world network. Fig.4 (c) shows that under the RLC attack, when the value of T is a given t, S(t)SF  S(t)RN  S(t)SW, and the max iterative step has the following relationship: MAX(T)SF  MAX(T)RN  MAX(T)SW. It shows that scale-free network has the best robustness, while smallworld network has the weakest robustness, and the robustness of random network is in the middle.
And in Fig.4 (a)(b)(c), for Random, scale-free and smallworld model networks under three chain-attacks, all curves decrease rapidly in the first fraction and slowly in the latter part.
Lastly, we analyze change of the largest connected subgraph S of three modes networks, under these three chain-attacks with different network density. The analysis results are shown in fig.5 .
Under the BLC, DLC and RLC chain-attacks, random network ( Fig.5(a)(b)(c) ) shows that the larger <k> is, the smaller MAX (T) is. In general, the larger <k> is, the faster S' declines. It indicates that the robustness of random network grows in inverse proportion to <k> under these three chain-attacks. scale-free network (Fig.5(d)(e)(f) ) shows that the larger <k> is, the larger MAX (T) is. It means that the robustness of scale-free network is in proportion to <k> under chain-attacks. small-world network (Fig.5(g)(h)(i) ) has shown a similar performance to the random network, that is, there is an inverse proportion between the robustness of small-world network and the size of <k> under chain-attacks.
In addition, we calculate the average distance of random, scale-free and small-world networks under different densities <k>. As can be seen from Table 1 , for random network and small-world network, the greater the <k> is, the smaller the average distance is, but for the scale-free network, the opposite is the case. We also analyze the number of removed nodes at each iterative step of the chain-attacks, as shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen from Fig. 6 , for three model networks at the same iterative step t, the number of nodes removed increases accordingly as <k> increases. Combining the average distance of model networks under different <k> (Table 1) , we can ascertain that the chain-attack is more efficient as the increasing <k> reduces the average distance among nodes in the random network and small-world network. So for the random network and small-world network under the chain-attacks, the larger the <k> is, the smaller the MAX(T) is. 
Conclusions
In this study, we research on the vulnerability of complex network against new-type intentional attack strategies close to the real attack behavior. In sum, we analyze the vulnerability of some complex networks by iteratively implementing three different chain-attacks, RLC, BLC and DLC. We obtain that when random network and smallworld network are under any one of the three chain-attacks, the larger the <k> is, the smaller the T is. However, scalefree network shows different characteristics: the larger the <k> is, the larger the T is. These findings supplement and extend the previous attack results and can thus help us to provide some insights into the design of more robust networks.
